Simulation of water-limited growth of the forage shrub saltbush (Atriplex nummularia Lindl.) in a low-rainfall environment of southern Australia
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Abstract. Old man saltbush (Atriplex nummularia Lindl.) is a useful forage shrub for livestock in the low-rainfall areas of the world, and particularly in Australia. In these semi-arid and arid environments, saltbush is valuable for increasing the production from otherwise marginal areas of the farm and during drought periods when there are few feed alternatives. The ability to predict the growth and development of perennial forages such as old man saltbush in response to rainfall, soils and farm management is necessary for farming system planning and design purposes. A field experiment was conducted at Waikerie, South Australia, to inform the development of a new forage shrub model for use in the APSIM framework. The model takes into account the common setup of saltbush plantations in alley systems, by simulating light interception and water uptake for interacting shrub and inter-row zones separately. This is done by modelling the canopy and root system development. Field data across three soil types along a landscape catena showed that the model was able to satisfactorily predict daily biomass accumulation, partitioning into leaf and woody biomass, and regrowth after grazing. The model was sensitive to properties associated with the root system, and with limited parameterisation can be tailored to simulate different clonal cultivars. The model can now be used in the APSIM framework to assess temporal and spatial dynamics of forage systems combining shrubs with herbaceous pasture components.
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Introduction

Graziers in many arid regions of the world value saltbush (Atriplex spp.) as a browse forage for livestock (Wilson 1994; Le Houérou 2000; Ben Salem et al. 2010; Estell et al. 2012). In the low to medium rainfall areas of Australia (annual rainfall <500 mm), where mixed crop–livestock farming systems are widespread, the cost of supplementary feeding livestock through periods of feed scarcity is a major limitation (O’Connell et al. 2006; Ben Salem et al. 2010; Revell et al. 2013). Because of their ability to produce and maintain green, edible leaves during summer, saltbush and other forage shrubs complement annual plant systems in Mediterranean-type climates, where the majority of the spring- and winter-grown feed resources are dead and of poor nutritive value in summer (Papanastasis et al. 2008). Therefore, saltbush can be a key component of the farm feed-base during summer–autumn ‘feed gaps’ (Moore et al. 2009), as well as during drought periods (Norman et al. 2010).

Many saltbush species are native to Australia and occur in the rangelands, but some have also been extensively used in plantations, especially on land with marginal potential for cereal cropping (O’Connell et al. 2006; Monjardino et al. 2010). Saltbush has been planted on salt-affected as well as non-saline land in southern Australia to provide feed, but also to combat salinity (Kok and George 1986; Barson et al. 1994), lower watertables (Barrett-Lennard and Malcolm 1999), provide vegetative cover to reduce soil erosion (Barrett-Lennard and Galloway 1996) or produce biomass for bioenergy production (George et al. 1999; Sochacki et al. 2012). Saltbush plantations on mixed farms may also foster biodiversity in the landscape.
A new simulation model to predict saltbush growth

(Seddon et al. 2009; Collard and Fisher 2010) via the provision of habitat for animals. Recent research (Norman et al. 2008, 2010; Thomas et al. 2009; Llewellyn et al. 2013), and the recognition of increased productivity of otherwise marginal land, has highlighted the important role of perennial shrubs in the low to medium rainfall zones of Australia (Revell et al. 2013).

Old man saltbush (Atriplex nummularia Lind.) is a perennial woody shrub that grows to about 2 m tall and 4 m in diameter in its natural environment (Jones 1970). It is extremely drought- and salt-tolerant and can be long-lived (>100 years). Part of its drought tolerance is due to the plant’s ability to accumulate salt in its leaves as it extracts water from the soil. Because of the high salt content of the leaves, animal intake is restricted and grazing livestock additionally need understory pasture, hay and/or grain, and access to drinking water (Warren et al. 1990; Barrett-Lennard et al. 2003; Norman et al. 2013). In the vast cropping areas of southern Australia, although the areas planted to saltbush are minor (Milthorpe et al. 2001; Llewellyn et al. 2010), economic analysis has shown that with only small plantings of saltbush, the productivity and profitability of mixed farms can be improved (Monjardino et al. 2010, 2014). Landscape variability is a common feature in the low-rainfall areas of southern Australia. Alternating dune-swatle systems with deep sandy soils on the high dune positions and soils with subsoil constraints on the lower lying swale positions are not unusual. Farmers have long considered spatial variability in their decisions about farm design and management (Whitbread et al. 2008), with forage shrubs often planted on the marginal land types unsuitable for cropping, which results in more profitable enterprises (O’Connell et al. 2006; Monjardino et al. 2014).

The ability to predict the growth and development of a range of forage plants, including saltbush, is necessary to assess the effects of climate variability on farm feed supply, to evaluate different farming system configurations, and to estimate supplementary feeding requirements. Biophysical simulation models are useful to quantify components of the farm feed-base in response to seasonal variability, soil type and management (Bell et al. 2008). With the introduction of an increasingly diverse range of plant species to broaden the feed-base on rainfed, mixed farms in Australia (Nichols et al. 2007; Dear and Ewing 2008; Bell et al. 2012), there is a need to quantify the contribution of those components to overall farm production. Although well-validated simulation models exist in Australia for annual and perennial herbaceous species (Dolling et al. 2005), there is no model that can simulate leaf biomass production for saltbush, and the regrowth response following grazing. Saltbush is usually grown in alley systems with annual pasture growing between the lines of saltbush. This is similar to agro-forestry systems, and several agro-forestry models have been developed and discussed in the literature (for an overview, see Huth et al. 2002; Ellis et al. 2004). We chose to develop a saltbush module for application within the APSIM framework (Keating et al. 2003) because of its capability to simulate crop–tree interactions (Huth et al. 2002), its widespread use in Australia and internationally, and the wide array of validated crop and pasture modules with which the saltbush module can be linked (Holzworth et al. 2014). The component-based design of APSIM enables the individual models to interact via a common communications protocol (Holzworth et al. 2014), a characteristic that is common and recommended for agroforestry models (Muetzelfeldt 1995; Huth et al. 2002). For example, the plant modules interact with modules simulating processes such as carbon, nitrogen and phosphorus cycling, surface residue dynamics, water and solute fluxes, soil temperature and soil acidity.

This paper outlines the development of a saltbush model for the APSIM framework that can be applied to simulate biomass production and regrowth across seasons and soils. Model parameters are derived for two types of A. nummularia: (i) a type originating from seed lines planted at the Waikerie nursery, called Waikerie saltbush; and (ii) the ‘Eyres Green’ clonal cultivar, called Eyres saltbush. The parameter values explaining physiological dynamics and saltbush growth and regrowth after grazing originate from a field experiment designed to assess the effect of soil variability on saltbush growth. Even though saltbush is often used for saltland rehabilitation, we chose to develop the model based on a dataset originating from a growing environment without salinity problems. This allows building of a potential growth model that can later be adjusted for a range of growth-limiting conditions.

Methods

Here we describe the saltbush model built for the APSIM framework and the collection of data from two field experiments, which were used to derive physiological and allometric parameters and to verify the model’s performance.

Model description

The component-based design of the APSIM framework enables the individual models to interact via a common communications protocol. Here, the saltbush module communicates with existing soil and weather modules. As the basis of the saltbush module, we used the physiological framework described in detail by Huth et al. (2008). This framework has been successfully used in the development of models for other perennials such as Eucalyptus (Huth et al. 2002, 2010) and oil palm (Huth et al. 2014), and for the simulation of tree–crop interactions (Huth et al. 2002). Hence, the following description focuses only on the key components relevant for the saltbush system.

Leaf daily biomass growth is predicted from the total daily biomass growth and biomass partitioning mechanisms. Leaf area development is calculated based on the leaf biomass and the specific leaf area (SLA). Daily potential aboveground biomass production is simulated from the intercepted radiation and the radiation-use efficiency (RUE). Intercepted radiation is calculated from leaf area index (LAI), canopy area and shrub height, and the radiation extinction coefficient (k). Actual daily biomass increase (ΔW) is derived from the potential growth, adjusted for temperature and water stresses.

The allometric relation between total plant mass (W) and leaf mass (Wf) is described by a power function with two parameters c (leaf allometry constant) and P (leaf allometry power):

\[ W_f = cW^P \]
From this, the amount of biomass partitioned to foliage each day ($\Delta W_f$) is calculated as:

$$\Delta W_f = c(W + \Delta W)^p - W_f$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\Delta W_f$ is constrained to values between 0 and $\Delta W$.

Any daily biomass increase that is not allocated to foliage is allocated to the woody biomass pool, $W_s$:

$$\Delta W_s = \Delta W - \Delta W_f$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

This approach results in all growth going into foliage until allometry is restored. It allows mimicking of the phenomenon that follows grazing of a greater proportion of growth being partitioned towards leaves than woody biomass.

Saltbush plantations are usually planted in alley arrangements and therefore have discontinuous groundcover, especially between rows. Light interception, water demand and water uptake are determined by the geometry of the alley system. In order to model this, we define two distinct zones: a shrub zone, coinciding with the row where shrubs are planted, and an inter-row zone, coinciding with the rows between the shrub rows (Fig. 1). As the shrubs grow over time, the cover and density of photosynthesising biomass within the shrub zone vary, with consequences for light interception and water demand and uptake. The canopy leaf area (LA, m$^2$) is calculated directly from foliage mass and a constant SLA (m$^2$ kg$^{-1}$):

$$LA = W_f \cdot SLA$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

and the LAI of the shrub zone is calculated by:

$$LAI = \frac{LA}{d_{\text{shrub}} \cdot d_{\text{spacing}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

where $d_{\text{shrub}}$ is shrub zone width (m), and $d_{\text{spacing}}$ is within-row shrub spacing (m) (see Fig. 1).

Shrub dimensions, including the projected canopy area and the shrub height, are used to adjust the Lambert–Beer law for the attenuation of light in canopies (see e.g. Duursma and Makela 2007) and determine the fraction of radiation intercepted by the shrub zone vegetation ($F_{\text{int}}$, see Eqn 8 below and Fig. 1). Both projected canopy area and shrub height are predicted as a function of biomass. The relation between the projected canopy area (A) and the aboveground shoot biomass ($W_a$, kg) is described according to:

$$A = A_m \cdot (1 - e^{-a \cdot W_a})$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

where $A_m$ is the maximum canopy area and $a$ is the canopy area coefficient.

The shrub height ($h$, m) is predicted based on a relationship with woody biomass ($W_s$, kg):

$$h = h_{\text{max}} - (h_{\text{max}} - h_0) \cdot e^{-b \cdot W_s}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)
where \( h_0 \) and \( h_{\text{max}} \) are the minimum and maximum shrub height and \( b \) is the height coefficient.

Using canopy area and height, the dimensionless variable \( F_{\text{int}} \) provides an estimate of the fraction of the intercepted radiation in the shrub zone:

\[
F_{\text{int}} = \frac{A}{d_{\text{shrub}} \cdot d_{\text{spacing}}} + 0.05 \frac{h}{h_{\text{max}}} \left(1 - e^{-k \cdot \text{LAI} \cdot d_{\text{shrub}} \cdot d_{\text{spacing}} / A}\right)
\]

(8)

where \( k \) is the extinction coefficient, which is assumed to remain constant over the lifetime of the shrubs. As the shrub canopies expand laterally and in height, \( F_{\text{int}} \) increases logistically to a maximum that is determined by the maximum canopy area (Fig. 1).

Finally, the daily aboveground shoot biomass growth at the individual shrub level is calculated by dividing the zone-level biomass growth by the shrub density \( \frac{1}{d_{\text{shrub}} \cdot d_{\text{spacing}}} \), resulting in:

\[
\Delta W = R_{\text{d}} \cdot F_{\text{int}} \cdot R_{\text{UE}} \cdot F_w \cdot F_t \cdot \left(\frac{d_{\text{shrub}}}{d_{\text{spacing}}}\right)
\]

(9)

where \( F_w \) and \( F_t \) are the dimensionless coefficients for water and temperature limitations on growth, varying between 0 and 1; \( R_{\text{d}} \) is incident radiation (MJ m\(^{-2}\) day\(^{-1}\)); and \( R_{\text{UE}} \) is the radiation use efficiency (g MJ\(^{-1}\)).

Roots provide the interface between the crop and the soil module, with the root depth determining how much of the soil is accessible to the crop at any time. The root extraction front velocity (RFV) defines the rate of downward root growth. Root biomass is not directly modelled, so root : shoot biomass partitioning and the effect of local soil conditions on root growth are not taken into account. Soil water supply is determined by the soil water content above the crop lower limit in each layer occupied by roots, multiplied by the soil- and crop-specific extraction coefficient KL, which represents the fraction of plant-available soil water that can be extracted per day (Meinke et al. 1993). KL combines the effect of root length density and soil hydraulic properties. Crop water demand is calculated from potential evaporation by the Priestly–Taylor method (supplied by the soil water module in APSIM), corrected for vegetation cover by multiplying with \( F_{\text{int}} \). This means that when shrub canopies (and root systems) cover only a small part of the shrub zone, water demand will be also be low. As the shrubs grow, \( F_{\text{int}} \) increases (Fig. 1) and so does the water demand. If crop water demand is greater than the extractable soil water, the ratio of extractable water to water demand (\( F_w \)) drops below one, thus lowering actual transpiration and \( \Delta W \). Soil nutrient uptake and nutrient effects on plant growth were not included in the model.

Because saltbush is commonly grown in widely spaced rows, often with companion herbaceous species between rows, it was necessary to allow for competition for soil water between saltbush and these species. To do this, the multi-point capability in APSIM was used (Huth et al. 2002; Keating et al. 2003) and two soil zones were used in this study (Fig. 1). In the shrub zone, saltbush extracts soil water, whereas in the inter-row zone, both a competing species and saltbush can access soil water. The model allows for different soil water extraction coefficients in the zones to account for a different density of saltbush roots and hence potential soil water extraction. The model has been designed to allow for simulation of an unlimited number of zones, and also ‘blocks’ of saltbush (as opposed to rows), in which case, saltbush roots have restricted access to the neighbouring inter-row zone only on one side of the saltbush. It is equally possible to simulate wider row plantings, for which three zones can be conceived, where zone 1 is restricted to saltbush, zone 2 is where saltbush and herbaceous pasture species compete, and zone 3 is where the herbaceous species grow without competition. In this paper, however, saltbush was considered to be planted in an alley system with two zones, and the effect of inter-row vegetation on the water balance was ignored.

The removal of biomass due to grazing is simulated in the model by removing 10% of leaf biomass and 1% of woody biomass every day during the grazing period. Those fractions can be modified by the user to represent different grazing intensities. Through Eqn 7, the biomass removal has an effect on shrub height.

**Parameter derivation**

Table 1 lists parameters values and their sources. Several parameters were derived from the field experiments described below; the remainder were sourced from the literature (as noted in Table 1) or derived from model calibration. Measurements of leaf and woody biomass, plant height and projected canopy area were used to derive model parameters. Minimum and maximum plant height (\( h_0 \) and \( h_{\text{max}} \)) as well as maximum canopy area (\( A_m \)) were derived directly from the measured data. The parameters \( c \) and \( P \) regulating biomass partitioning (Eqn 1), and the canopy and height coefficients (\( a \) and \( b \), Eqns 6 and 7, respectively), were derived from fitting the functions of the equations to the data for Waikerie saltbush and Eyres saltbush. Minimum, optimum and maximum temperatures for shrub growth were derived from Gates and Muirhead (1967) and Le Houérou (1992) and cross-checked by comparing measured biomass growth rates against daily temperature. The SLA (m\(^2\) kg\(^{-1}\)) was determined at each sampling time for a leaf sample that was processed through a leaf area meter for area determination and weighed after drying. For both saltbush types, SLA deviated only slightly from 7.7 m\(^2\) kg\(^{-1}\) over time, and it was decided to keep the parameter at that value. The canopy light extinction coefficient was set at 0.5, which is a common value for canopies with randomly distributed leaves (Monteith and Unsworth 1990; Huth et al. 2008). A model sensitivity analysis was conducted to explore changes in simulated leaf biomass resulting from changes in model input parameters. With limited direct measurements of root characteristics, this shed light on plausible values for the root parameters and highlighted where accurate measurements are most needed. As such, the sensitivity of simulated leaf biomass of Waikerie saltbush was analysed for varying values of maximum rooting depth (\( D_{\text{max}} \)), RFV, and KL for the shrub and inter-row zones.

**Field experiment**

A field experiment at Waikerie, South Australia (34°17’S, 140°01’E), was monitored from 2009 to 2013 to derive model parameters. The field experiment was designed to enable the collection of a time-series of aboveground biomass (leaf and woody biomass components) and shrub dimensions before and
after grazing for parameter derivation and model verification. Daily weather data for Waikerie were sourced from the SILO database (www.longpaddock.qld.gov.au/silo). During the experiment, the summer of 2010–11 was the wettest on record, and the following summer was wetter than normal (Table 2). By contrast, the summer of 2012–13 was extremely dry.

The main ‘landscape’ experiment was established along a dune–swale transect and measured 150 by 80 m. The aim of this experiment was to monitor shrub development, leaf biomass production and regrowth after grazing, and to capture the effects of soil variability. Shrubs were planted at 3.5-m intervals in rows spaced 4.5 m apart, along a catena. Ten rows of Waikerie saltbush were alternated with rows planted with *Rhagodia preissii* Moq., another forage shrub. Eyres saltbush was planted in two rows. The soils along the catena were representative of the dune–swale system, which is a typical landscape feature of the study region (Whitbread et al. 2008). The soils were classified as Hypocalcic Calcarosols (Isbell 2002), underlain by a massive, calcrete layer varying from free concentrations to a strongly cemented pan. The dune soil at the highest elevation was a deep (>1.5 m), light loamy sand, whereas the soils on the mid and swale positions were characterised by a sandy topsoil and a marked shift to heavier clay texture at ~20–30 cm. The swale soil, with a pH of 8.5 below 10 cm, showed subsoil constraints with boron (up to 17 mg/kg) and accumulated salts (electrical conductivity up to 1.1 dS m⁻¹) starting at ~50 cm. Extractable soil water and other soil properties for use in APSIM were based on those

Table 1. List of parameters for the saltbush model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Waikerie saltbush</th>
<th>Eyres saltbush</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Derived from</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Radiation use efficiency (RUE)</td>
<td>0.95 (if constant)</td>
<td>1.5 (if constant)</td>
<td>g MJ⁻¹</td>
<td>Model fitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canopy light extinction coefficient (k)</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Literature: k ~0.5 for a canopy with randomly distributed leaves (Monteith and Unsworth 1990; Huth et al. 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum, optimum, maximum temperatures (Tmin, Topt, Tmax)</td>
<td>5, 20, 40</td>
<td>5, 20, 40</td>
<td>°C</td>
<td>Model fitting and literature (Gates and Muirhead 1967; Le Houérou 1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific leaf area (SLA)</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>m² kg⁻¹</td>
<td>Measured (Waikerie)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leaf allometry constant and power (Eqn 1)</td>
<td>c = 1.74</td>
<td>c = 1.27</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Fitted based on measured data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canopy area coefficient (a)</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>kg⁻¹</td>
<td>Fitted based on measured data (Fig. 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum plant height (hₘₐₓ)</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Measured (Waikerie harvest experiment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum plant height (hₘₐₓ)</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Measured (Waikerie harvest experiment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height coefficient (b)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Fitted based on measured data (Fig. 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average extraction front velocity (RFV)</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>m day⁻¹</td>
<td>Model fitting and literature (Robertson et al. 2002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water extraction coefficient (KL)</td>
<td>0.02 (shrub zone)-0.01</td>
<td>0.02 (shrub zone)-0.01</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Model fitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of shrub zone (d₀shrub)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Observations and model fitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum rooting depth (Dmax)</td>
<td>3 (dune), 1 (mid), 0.75 (swale)</td>
<td>3 (dune), 1 (mid), 0.75 (swale)</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>Model fitting, observed soil characteristics, literature (Sharma 1976; Schenk and Jackson 2002)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Monthly rainfall and average minimum and maximum temperature during the trial at Waikerie and the long-term average (LTA)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jan.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb.</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mar.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr.</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aug.</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sept.</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct.</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov.</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dec.</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
reported by Whitbread et al. (2008) and Monjardino et al. (2013) (Table 3).

A second experiment (named the ‘harvest’ experiment) was established on the dune soil, where six alternating blocks of 20 Waikerie saltbush and Eyres saltbush shrubs were planted for destructive measurements of aboveground woody and leaf biomass over time. This experiment complemented the leaf biomass assessment in the landscape experiment with more detailed information on allometry and biomass partitioning that was needed for model parameterisation.

Waikerie saltbush seedlings were planted on 21 May 2009 in the landscape experiment. On 1 July, the harvest experiment was established, together with the Eyres saltbush rows in the landscape experiment. Prior to planting, weeds were killed with glyphosate. Inter-rows and shrub surroundings were kept free of other vegetation or crops during the first year of establishment. During the winter of 2010, low-density wheat was grown in the inter-rows and the stubble left standing as a protection against wind erosion. In 2011, a self-regenerating medic-based pasture (*Medicago littoralis* cv. Angel and *M. truncatula* cv. Caliph) was established in the inter-rows and lasted until the end of the data collection period. Pasture production in the inter-row was observed to be very low. From 1 April until 11 May 2011, all shrubs in both trials were grazed for a first time by dry ewes. Remaining leaf biomass was visually assessed through scoring. The scores ranged from 1 to 5, corresponding to 0–20% and 80–100% of foliage removal.

At the end of the first grazing period, there was virtually no residual leaf biomass on the shrubs. In 2012, shrub grazing was more intermittent, taking place from 24 to 30 April, then again from 1 to 14 June. By the end of this period, the scoring revealed that 30% of the leaf biomass remained for Waikerie saltbush. Eyres saltbush was grazed to a lesser extent and post-grazing measurements were stopped for Eyres saltbush in 2012. Waikerie saltbush was grazed a third time in 2013 between 25 April and 20 May, with a similar amount of leaf biomass removed as during the second grazing. The grazing experiment was approved through the Primary Industries and Resources South Australia Animal Ethics Committee (application #24/08).

Measurements of leaf biomass and shrub dimensions (height, canopy width along and across the shrub-row line) were taken every 3 months from November 2009 to September 2013 for each shrub along the catena in the landscape trial. Leaf biomass was assessed with the Adelaide technique (Andrew et al. 1976), which involves the visual assessment of the number of ‘units’ in a shrub. An ‘Adelaide unit’ consists of several branches with leaves, of which the smallest shrubs generally have one or two, whereas the biggest shrubs in a sample can consist of up to 100 units. At each sampling time, the Adelaide technique was calibrated through regression of the Adelaide numbers of 8–10 shrubs against their actual leaf biomass, which was obtained by manually stripping the branches and weighing the leaf biomass after drying. Adelaide numbers were determined for all shrubs in the saltbush alleys of the landscape trial and then converted into leaf biomass using the regression function. Based on the shrub position along the catena, average leaf biomass production and shrub dimensions were determined for the three distinct soil types: dune (deep sandy soil), mid (sand–clay), and swale (sand–clay, subsoil constraints). From October 2010, the measurement frequency was reduced to every fourth shrub, and these shrubs were also scored after grazing. In the harvest experiment, measurements were conducted every 3 months to March 2012. At each sampling time, three Waikerie saltbush and three Eyres saltbush shrubs were randomly chosen and destructively harvested for total woody and leaf biomass assessments. In addition, canopy dimensions, shrub height and Adelaide number were determined for every harvested shrub. As shrub height was not sufficiently reduced during the second grazing, shrubs were mechanically cut on 18 September 2012 to reduce the height to a uniform level across the experiment, and height is not reported thereafter. Trimming shrub height can be an important management practice to prevent the shrubs from becoming overgrown, which is detrimental to pasture production.

### Table 3. Soil physical parameters for the dune, mid and swale positions in the landscape trial at Waikerie as used in APSIM

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Landscape position</th>
<th>Depth (cm)</th>
<th>Bulk density ($10^3$ kg m$^{-3}$)</th>
<th>Air dry</th>
<th>Water content (mm mm$^{-2}$) at:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lower limit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dune</td>
<td>0–10</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10–20</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20–40</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40–60</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60–80</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80–100</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>100–120</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>120–150</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>150–200</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200–300</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid and swale</td>
<td>0–10</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10–20</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20–40</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>40–60</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>60–80</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>80–100</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
from growing out of reach of the sheep. The new shrub height after trimming was similar to the predicted shrub height based on Eqn 7.

Results

Biomass production in the landscape trial

Leaf biomass production in the first 18 months before grazing amounted to 2.4 and 8.6 kg shrub⁻¹ for Waikerie and Eyres saltbush, respectively (Fig. 2). In the year after the first grazing, leaf biomass recovered quickly to exceed values before grazing. After the second grazing, regrowth for Waikerie saltbush was not compromised, and the first measurement after the third grazing in 2013 again indicated good recovery from defoliation. Soil variation along the catena strongly influenced shrub growth even though differences in absolute terms were not large in the first months. However, from the onset, leaf biomass production on the swale soils ranged between 40% and 60% of the leaf biomass on the dune soils for both Waikerie and Eyres saltbush, with the mid-slope position in-between (Fig. 2). Leaf biomass production of Waikerie saltbush amounted to ~1.4 t ha⁻¹ on the swale and 2.7 t ha⁻¹ on the dune position in the year after the first grazing. In that same year, the more productive Eyres saltbush achieved leaf biomass of 4.3 and 6.1 t ha⁻¹ on the swale and dune position, respectively. After the second grazing, leaf biomass production of Waikerie saltbush peaked at similar levels of 1.5–2.3 t ha⁻¹. However, in the very dry summer of 2013, the leaf biomass declined after reaching a peak and the differences between the landscape positions dissipated.

Biomass partitioning, shrub dimensions and leaf area index

The leaf : shoot ratio derived from the harvest experiment was slightly different for the two saltbush types and evolved over time (Fig. 3). In the first year after planting, the ratio declined from 0.7 to 0.5 for Waikerie saltbush and from 0.6 to 0.4 for Eyres saltbush. After grazing, the ratio increased from <0.1 to 0.3 for Waikerie saltbush and to 0.2 for Eyres saltbush. The recovery of the leaf: shoot ratio after grazing is achieved by using assimilates primarily for foliage production. The ability of the shrubs to adjust biomass partitioning over time and in response to grazing is simulated in the model by Eqn 1. Fitting this function to the data from the harvest experiment resulted in leaf allometry constant and power (c and P) values of 1.74 and 0.79 for Waikerie saltbush and 1.27 and 0.85 for Eyres saltbush (Table 1).

Shrub height in the landscape experiment evolved similarly for both saltbush types, with small differences between soil types (Fig. 4). During the first grazing, shrub height was reduced from ~1.5 to 1 m. For Eyres saltbush on the dune and mid-slope positions, sheep reduced the height to only 1.2–1.4 m. This difference is related to the fact that the Eyres saltbush canopies on those positions were already very large (diameters of up to 4 m), causing difficulties for the sheep to access the centre of the canopy. The second grazing was less heavy and reduced height only slightly, by <10 cm. In line with leaf biomass production, projected canopy area and canopy volume (not shown) increased over time and along the catena from the swale to the dune position of the landscape experiment (Fig. 4). Eyres saltbush developed a much larger canopy, with a maximum diameter after grazing in the range 3.5–5 m along the catena, compared with 2–3 m for Waikerie saltbush.

The harvest experiment data on canopy area and total aboveground shoot biomass allowed fitting of Eqn 6 and estimating the parameters for maximum canopy (Aₘ) and canopy area coefficient (a) (Fig. 5, Table 1). With Eyres saltbush developing much wider canopies than Waikerie saltbush, the shrub zones in the alley system of the landscape experiment were larger for Eyres saltbush than for Waikerie saltbush. This is represented in the model by d_shrub Parameters of 4 and 2 m, respectively (Table 1). Data on height and woody biomass from the same experiment allowed fitting of Eqn 7 and determination of the parameters h₀ and h_max (minimum and maximum height), as well as the height coefficient b (Fig. 6, Table 1).

The LAI, which was calculated at the shrub zone level, reached a peak of 2.8 for Waikerie saltbush and 4.7 for Eyres saltbush during the period before first grazing on the dune position. In line with leaf biomass regrowth, LAI recovered after the first grazing to 4.7 and 5.3 for Waikerie and Eyres saltbush on the dune position. At downslope positions of the catena, LAI was roughly 30–50% of the maximum at the dune position, in line with the trend in leaf biomass.

Fig. 2. Leaf biomass per shrub for (a) Waikerie saltbush and (b) Eyres saltbush on three landscape positions (dune, black line; mid, grey line; swale, dotted line) in the landscape experiment at Waikerie. Breaks in the lines represent the grazing periods.
The saltbush model

Model parameters that were directly measured or derived from fitting equations have been described in the previous section. Here, we present the model predictions and compare them with observations from the landscape experiment. We also present model sensitivity analyses for varying values of three parameters describing belowground processes, namely RFV, KL and Dmax.

With an RUE of 0.95 g MJ\(^{-1}\) for Waikerie saltbush and 1.5 g MJ\(^{-1}\) for Eyres saltbush, and using the parameter values in Table 1, the model reproduces the time-course of leaf biomass production reasonably well, but early growth on all landscape positions is overestimated (Fig. 7). A closer fit with the early observations was obtained by incorporating a time-dependent RUE, characterised by a low value in the early stages and a high value later (Fig. 7). For Waikerie saltbush, a good fit for all landscape positions was obtained with a value of 0.6 g MJ\(^{-1}\) in the first 8 months after planting and 1.0 g MJ\(^{-1}\) afterwards (Fig. 8). Only in the summer of 2013, growth on the dune position was overestimated. For Eyres saltbush, the time-dependent RUE values of 0.85 and 1.50 g MJ\(^{-1}\) resulted in acceptable model accuracy on all landscape positions (Fig. 9). Shrub growth and leaf biomass production was much larger for Eyres saltbush than Waikerie saltbush, resulting in different parameter values for biomass partitioning, allometry and RUE (Table 1). The model was less accurate for Eyres than for Waikerie saltbush. In addition, the measurement error was higher for Eyres saltbush, for which fewer shrubs were measured and the accuracy of the measurements was sometimes compromised by the large size of the shrubs.

Sensitivity analysis showed that the simulated leaf biomass production was most sensitive to the maximum rooting depth, with a best fit obtained for values of 3, 1 and 0.75 m for the dune, mid and swale positions (Fig. 10). Simulated leaf biomass was also sensitive to the root extraction front velocity, with a good fit for the dune position with a minimum RFV of 3 mm day\(^{-1}\). An RFV value of 0.75 mm day\(^{-1}\) for the mid and swale positions resulted in a better fit for the early stages of shrub growth (Fig. 10). A lower value for the mid and swale positions is consistent with the subsoil constraints and the heavier texture found at these locations. The model output was not very sensitive to the KL
parameters (results not shown), and a good fit was obtained with a value of 0.02 and 0.01 for the shrub zone and the inter-row zone, respectively.

**Discussion**

Saltbush plantations are often established in alley systems. The model deals with this system both above- and belowground by distinguishing between the so-called shrub and inter-row zones, which is a common approach also in models of agroforestry systems (e.g. Van Noordwijk and Lusiana 1998; Lefroy et al. 2001). Whereas available water and nutrients are belowground factors determining plant growth, above the ground, plant growth is mostly influenced by light. In line with other models of woody perennials, light interception is influenced by canopy dimension and leaf area, which, in turn, are calculated based on the mass of woody and leafy structures (e.g. Friday and Fownes 2001). In addition, the structure and spacing of the vegetation alleys influence light interception, which is simulated with Eqn 8. Whereas aboveground shrub growth processes are restricted to the shrub zone, below the ground, the model allows roots to grow laterally into the inter-row zone, where they can extract water (Fig. 1) (Huth et al. 2002). We assumed the water extraction parameter KL of the inter-row to be half that of the shrub zone KL (Table 1). As a result, the model also simulates water extraction by the shrubs in the inter-row, albeit more slowly than in the shrub zone. This was confirmed by soil moisture sampling after a long dry period in June 2013, which showed that the soil profile in the inter-row zone was as dry as the shrub zone profile, and considerably drier than the soil profile at a similar position in a neighbouring crop field. The fact that the shrub roots are able to invade and dry out the inter-row zone is conirmed by evidence from an alley system experiment with woody perennials and annual crops in similar low-rainfall environments in South Australia, where crop grain yields decreased within 2–5 m of shrub belts because of the shrubs’ water use (Unkovich et al. 2003). Knight et al. (2002) also found that shrub belts used water from within a few metres from the edge with adjacent cropland. This is in line with the vast body of literature on water use in agroforestry systems (e.g. Van Noordwijk et al. 1996; Lefroy et al. 2001).

The saltbush model uses a time-dependent RUE, with a lower value for the juvenile and a higher value for the mature shrub stages. With a constant value for RUE, the model tended to

![Fig. 5](image1.png) Scatterplot and fitted function relating the projected canopy area and total shoot biomass for (a) Waikerie saltbush ($y = 5.4(1 - e^{-0.58x})$, $n = 75$, residual standard error = 0.67 m$^2$); and (b) Eyres saltbush ($y = 17.8(1 - e^{-0.04x})$, $n = 69$, residual standard error = 1.82 m$^2$). Note the different scales of the $x$- and $y$-axes in (a) and (b).

![Fig. 6](image2.png) Scatterplot and fitted function relating the shrub height and woody biomass for (a) Waikerie saltbush ($y = 160 - 115e^{-0.58x}$, $n = 75$, residual standard error = 20 cm); and (b) Eyres saltbush ($y = 160 - 115e^{-0.21x}$, $n = 69$, residual standard error = 21 cm). Note the different scales of the $x$- and $y$-axes in (a) and (b).
over-predict leaf biomass production in the first year following planting for shrubs in all landscape positions (Fig. 7). This effect continued up until 18 months for the mid and swale positions. Our data thus show that saltbush plants in different growth stages behave differently, and this was captured in the model with time-dependent RUE parameterisation. Differences in biomass production between seedling and regrowth stages have been observed for other perennial plants. For lucerne (*Medicago sativa* L.), for example, different values for parameters governing physiological processes are required to represent the seedling and regrowth phases (Probert *et al.* 1998; Thiébeau *et al.* 2011). Experimental work showed that RUE, leaf area expansion rate, phyllochron, and assimilate partitioning between roots and shoot varied in distinct lucerne growth stages.
For saltbush itself, no direct observations of changes in RUE over time are available. However, laboratory studies have shown that saltbush root growth is most pronounced in the early growth stages, characterised by a greater root : shoot ratio than the later growth stages (Jones and Hodgkinson 1970). Because the current saltbush model does not predict root biomass production, a lower RUE for aboveground biomass reflects the greater partitioning of biomass to roots in these stages. The RUE values that were derived in this study are in line with RUE values of other plant modules in APSIM, varying from 0.9 to 1.2 g MJ$^{-1}$ (Robertson et al. 2002). However, the big difference in RUE between the two clonal cultivars is remarkable. According to Hammer et al. (2010), the reasons for such differences within the same species might be associated with differences in net photosynthetic rate or root-shoot partitioning. Also, the difference in growth pattern of the two saltbush types might be an explanation. Eyres saltbush exhibits a spreading growth pattern, which allows more light to penetrate the canopy than with the oblong and compact canopy of Waikerie saltbush, in which internal leaves are shaded. The model did indeed capture these differences in canopy architecture. However, besides the time-dependent RUE, other model parameter settings were not able to reproduce the difference in biomass production between the two types. Therefore, based on the current dataset, a decisive explanation is not possible.

Regrowth after defoliation by grazing is an important feature of saltbush plantations in farming systems. An adequate model representation of this process is therefore essential, and achieved in a satisfactory way by the present model. The key mechanism responsible for simulating leaf biomass recovery is biomass partitioning, governed by Eqns 1 and 2. With this mechanism, plants direct assimilates first to leaf biomass to restore allometry before assimilates are directed to woody biomass. Indeed, after defoliation, the plants can take advantage of the established woody architecture of stems and branches, as well as reserves present in the root and stem systems. Findings that defoliation reduced the rate of root extension in saltbush (Jones and Hodgkinson 1970) also confirm our observation of vigorous re-establishment of the leafy canopies, as the latter can only be explained by the fact that plants direct more assimilates to foliage production and less to, for example, root development. Other studies describing the good recovery of saltbush species after grazing (e.g. Ruiz-Mirazo and Robles 2011) confirm our observations of vigorous regrowth.

The growth, development and functioning of the root system was an area of uncertainty in the field experiment and, therefore, also in the model. Very few published studies are available on the root system parameters of saltbush, which consequently were derived mostly through model fitting. Sharma (1976) investigated saltbush plants growing in a soil from Deniliquin (New South Wales) with similar constraints to those of the mid and swale position in the present study, and they found little evidence of rooting activity below 75 cm. This was the maximum rooting depth we independently derived for the swale soil (Table 1). Jones and Hodgkinson (1970) observed the majority of A. nummularia roots in the upper 50–100 cm of a soil, but they also encountered a few roots as deep as 3.5 m and up to 10 m distance from the stem. The rooting depths we found by model fitting (Table 1) are further supported by findings of a comprehensive literature review on root systems in water-limited ecosystems (Schenk and Jackson 2002). Based on their proposed regression function relating rooting depth with mean annual
Fig. 10. Sensitivity of modelled leaf biomass for rooting depth (left) and root extraction front velocity (RFV) (right) on the dune, mid and swale position for Waikerie saltbush. Observed values of leaf biomass indicated with stars; predicted leaf biomass indicated with lines.
rainfall, Waikerie’s average annual rainfall of 250 mm would correspond with a rooting depth of 2.1 m. This lies in between the rooting depths derived for the dune and the swale position in the landscape experiment. Based on the sensitivity analysis, we chose to work with an average RFV of 3 mm day\(^{-1}\), which is lower than the reported values for other species in APSIM (Robertson et al. 2002), and for other woody perennials such as Eucalyptus (Huth et al. 2008). The low RFV of saltbush that we found might be due to the low planting density and a symptom of the extraction front lagging behind the actual root front because of low water demand. Reported values of root extension rates for saltbush are much higher, at 8 cm day\(^{-1}\) (Jones 1970; Hodgkinson and Becking 1978), but these were derived in controlled ideal conditions of temperature and water availability, and not very realistic for field conditions. The sensitivity analysis showed that a lower RFV on the mid and swale positions allowed better capture of slow growth in the early stages. Such a lower value would be in line with evidence showing that soil constraints slow down root front velocity (Rodriguez et al. 2006; Kirkegaard and Lilley 2007). Given the model simplifications due to restrictions in data availability, future data collection on the root system would help in model refinement. In particular, information on rooting depth, lateral root extension, root front velocity and root shoot ratios, and how they are affected by environmental conditions such as soil moisture content, would be useful. Furthermore, with the model being very sensitive to the maximum rooting depth, its accurate assessment in the field is a prerequisite for accurate model predictions.

Biomass production is clearly driven by water availability. In the year of establishment, differences in biomass production between the landscape positions start to increase when the maximum rooting depth is reached on the mid and swale positions in May and February 2010, respectively (simulated dates). From then onwards, the available soil water is exhausted rapidly and water stress starts suppressing biomass production from November and March 2011 for the mid and swale positions. On the dune position, the maximum rooting depth of 3 m is reached only in March 2012 (simulated date), and the large water reserves in the soil enabled the strong early growth of the first 3 years. Once the deeper soil-water reserves are exhausted, however, biomass production is suppressed by water stress and it fully depends on rainfall (from October 2012 onwards). A levelling off or even a decline in leaf biomass in dry conditions such as in the summer of 2013 is therefore common when soil moisture reserves have been depleted, as observed by Wilmot and Norman (2006). Long-term simulation modelling using climate datasets of several years showed that as long as shrubs are accessing deep water reserves by expanding their root system, transpiration can exceed rainfall and biomass production is not driven by the amount of rain. This situation can last for up to 2–3 years for deep soils such as on the dune position or for <1 year for soils with subsoil constraints such as on the swale position.

Soil variability within the dune–swale landscape typical for the Mallee is a recognised landscape phenomenon, related to aeolian processes (Lievers and Luke 1980; Hopley and Robinson 2010). Dunes, located on the top of the catena, are usually deep, sandy soils with low water-holding capacity and poor fertility. On the swale positions, soils are often characterised by subsoil constraints in the form of boron and/or accumulated salts and by heavier clay texture starting at shallow depth below the surface. These typical characteristics were present in the landscape experiment, where a deep, light loamy sand on the dune position made way to a soil with a heavy-textured subsoil from the mid-slope position downwards. In the model, the spatial variability in productive potential was captured by differences in water-retention characteristics and rooting depth for the three landscape positions (Table 3). The differences in maximum rooting depth were corroborated by the difficulties experienced during soil sampling to go beyond 1 m on the mid and swale position. Such difficulties were not encountered on the dune position.

Although the model was not developed based on data for saline environments, it can be used tentatively to explore the effects of reduced rooting depth due to high salt content and/or waterlogging. The long-term average leaf biomass production per shrub would be reduced to 70% and 13% of the biomass production on a 3-m-deep soil if the rooting depth was restricted to 0.5 and 0.2 m, respectively. To mimic the effect of waterlogging in a 0.5-m-deep soil, the rooting depth was reset to 0.1 m every year, resulting in leaf biomass production being only 55% of that on a 3-m-deep soil. Based on long-term averages, the difference with unconstrained soils was less pronounced than in the first couple of years, when shrubs on deep soils can still access deeper soil reserves. However, these indications take into account only the predicted effect of reduced rooting depth; to capture physiological effects of salinity on growth rates, data from saline environments should be used to refine the model.

The productivity of the saltbush in the field experiment, even in the very dry summer of 2012–13, supports the proposition that including shrub plantations to complement the feed-base of dryland mixed crop–livestock farms can be profitable (see also Monjardino et al. 2010). This study has demonstrated that this new module for the APSIM framework can be valuable for the analysis of forage systems where saltbush and/or other woody perennials are important. The outputs from the model in conjunction with other feed-budgeting tools (Bell et al. 2008) can be used by graziers to plan grazing systems in response to seasonal variation in production by different feed sources and to select locations for forage shrub plantings based on soil type. With the modular capacity of APSIM, different perennial and annual plant options for the inter-row area can also be explored, complementing traditional field experimental approaches, which are expensive and time-consuming (e.g. Unkovich et al. 2003).

The model showed that leaf biomass from regrowth after grazing can potentially amount to 1.5–3 t ha\(^{-1}\) for Waikerie saltbush and 4–6 t ha\(^{-1}\) for Eyres saltbush at the start of autumn each year. After the first years in which the root systems develop, the simulated year-to-year potential biomass production was determined by rainfall amount. Actual growth will be further restricted by nutrient and soil chemical and physical limitations, as well as inter- and intra-species competition (Davidson et al. 1996; Bennett et al. 2009; Barrett-Lennard et al. 2013). For the simulation of actual systems, more information on the ecophysiology (e.g. shrub
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Conclusion

The cost of supplementary feeding of livestock through periods of feed scarcity is a major limitation in many extensive animal-production systems. Perennial forage shrubs such as saltbush species complement annual plant systems in climates with long, dry summers because of their summer-based growth pattern. A new model is now available for predicting biomass production and regrowth after grazing across soil types. Long-term sustainable biomass production can be assessed, which goes beyond the exploitative early growth observed in the first years of plantation establishment, and often in the full life of many shrub experiments. The model adds to the APSIM library of tools for planning and design of systems where the grazing of forage shrubs plays a role. Model outputs can inform strategic and tactical decisions on the inclusion and management of forage shrubs on crop—livestock farms.
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